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Sesquicentennial celebrations of the Father of the Nation by MSBTE
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Theme for the Current Issue

Is peer pressure
harmful
or beneficial to
individuals ?

From Director’s Desk...
Dear Readers,
Best wishes for the New Year
It’s a prideful moment to interact with the
readers on the start of the first quarter of the
new year. The Newsletter issue for the new
year has been aptly and quintessentially
chosen as our student fraternity is normally
quite relaxed and very much susceptible
during this period.
Peer pressure is impact that a peer group, viewers or individual
wields and that encourages others to change their ideals, attitudes or
behaviors to follow to group norms. Peer pressure is trauma of
strain you feel from friends and school mates to act, behave, ponder
and look a certain way.
Peer pressure is analogous to the idea of conformity. It occurs when
an individual feels as though they need to do the same things as
people their own age or in their social group to be liked or accepted.
The pressure to adapt can be significant and tough to resist. A
person might feel to do something just because others are doing it.
Peer pressure can influence a person to do something that is
relatively inoffensive — or something that has more serious
consequences.
Most peer pressure is less easy to define. Sometimes a group can
make elusive signals without saying anything at all — letting one
know of ways one must dress or talk a certain way or adopt
particular defiance toward school, other students, parents, and
teachers in order to win over their acceptance. There is a lot of stress
on the students to score well every time and it gets even harsher
when peers get into the scene since parents, teachers, and society
always compares them to their peers without realizing that they are
unlike others.
Peer pressure is when “friends” encourage you to doing something
that you do not want to do. Maybe you intend to do it, and you just
don’t have the nerve to do it and your friends cheer you into it. Peer
Pressure can be either a good one or a bad one.
Good peer pressure, is being hard-pressed into an act that you didn’t
have the courage to do or just didn’t cross your mind to do.
However, as you reason around it, it appears like a good act to
perform. Good peer pressure can also be the other way around when
in a condition your friends coax you not to do something you
planned to do as it wasn’t good for you.
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Bad peer pressure, on the other hand, is being compelled into doing
something that you didn’t like to do, but just because friends
persuaded you to do so. Friends have a inclination to presume that
they know what is finest for you, and if your friends are like some of
ours, they always offer their uncalled for opinion.
According to a study, the human brain places more value on
winning in a social location than it does on winning when one is
alone. When a decision is made, different parts of the brain jump

into action. A chemical called ‘Dopamine’ in the brain’s reward
center helps transmit signals in the brain that make people feel
contented & is one reason for the difference in teen decisionmaking. A portion of the brain that deals with three key functions:
emotions, memories and stimulation known as the limbic system
generates an emotional retort, and the prefrontal cortex produces
coherent thinking. In such situations, “what we are doing is very
quickly, and often unconsciously, calculating the rewards and costs
of different actions,” says a leading psychologist expert on
adolescent peer influence. “When we do this calculation and come
to the conclusion that the potential rewards of a particular action
outweigh the potential costs, we act in that way.”
Truths of Student Peer Pressure in College
Stepping into college is a thoughtful change, and even the most
equipped, well-adjusted students are likely to face a few obstacles
as they settle down. College brings a new environment, varied
expectations and fresh situations, which bring in a new wave of peer
pressure that sometimes the in-form students are unfamiliar
handling with.
Teenage is the phase of commencement to become self-regulating
in life; the years of forming your ideals, ideologies, ethics and
principles, the years that silhouette your character and the years that
introduce you to yourself. Peer pressure is a very tangible matter
that affects many of the teenagers of the world today. The present
society offers many deceptive commercials that seem to lead teens
in all the erroneous directions. If the youth of today are more
educated and informed, the world for us will be a lot better off one.
During teenage, schooling and other activities take children away
from home as they may spend more time with their friends rather
than what they with parents and siblings. As they develop to be
more independent, their peers obviously play a protagonist role in
their life. Occasionally, though, particularly in emotional
situations, peer influence can be hard to resist and one may feel
forced to do something uncomfortable with which indicates onset
of pressure. For a decision to be made, two distinct features
categorize teens from adults in the process they undertake. Early
adolescent years of a teen draws him or her to the likely immediate
potential accolades disregarding and being inattentive to the likely
menaces to be confronted. They are also in a phase of learning to
cope with urges, desires, future thoughts and of course pressure
from others. A gradual development in behavioral control is only
observed as they grow more adolescent.
While in the teen years one goes through a lot of physical and
expressive changes and it’s during this period that most of the teens
start to rebel against every aspect they are asked to do by their
parents or guardians. Staying and participating in a larger group of
peers exposes one to the multiplicity of human behavior. This
makes a teen echo on his or her behavior and know where exactly
they are positioned. Sometimes peer pressure can lead a teen to
make the right picks in life.
If privileged enough to get a good peer group, the peers can
influence the shaping of a teen’s temperament and persona in a
more positive way. It’s not pressure all the time, at times it’s
motivation, which makes a teen change for virtuousness. Peer
pressure is certain to affect most of us, both, positively and
negatively. The distinction between positive and negative peer
pressure lies in a thoughtful analysis of the interpretations and
assessments of the multitudes.
Usefulness of Peer pressure : Peer pressure is beneficial since it
makes us more observant, vigilant, and focused to the goings-on in
and around us. Sometimes, even the trivial ones that we might
ignore may actually be of immense help for our knowledge and
personal development. It’s also seen that, when a teen’s friends or
classmates are good at studies and other activities, it inspires and
encourages the others along with them to match their performance.
It is unquestionably good if one is apathetic, lethargic and sluggish
at times.
Positive effects of peer pressure:
Exposure to the World outside : Knowing what the masses follow,

Director’s Desk Contd...
exposes one to the world outside the home. One can understand the
things going on around.
Espousing and adopting good habits and practices: It can help
evaluate oneself and contemplate on ways of life to be lead. Some
of the practices that the commonalities follow may actually teach
one the technique of living and performing.
Improvement in Communication Skills: Amongst the other
apparent effects, one will treasure the enhancement in the teen’s
communication skills notably.
Upgrading Academic Performance and grades: Seeing a peer
engrossed in studies seriously in the library inspires one to study
and eventually result in a better performance.
Giving Up Bad Habits: Accepting and following the reformed, help
the teens from resisting adopting bad habits.
Growth of Human Skills: If privileged and blessed enough to be in a
good peer group, the peers can play a vibrant role in the shaping of
one’s persona and identity.
Negative Effects of Peer Pressure
·
Depriving individuality- Peer pressure can lead to a loss of
individuality. Undertaking things just because others are doing
will deny us of our unique identity, novelty, and uniqueness.
·
Bad Habits are Cultivated: Peer pressure forces one to do
things one is not comfortable doing. It can even lead to
adopting a certain kind of lifestyle, even if one doesn’t really
want to.
·
Poor or weak performance- The peer group, may coerce on
doing something one hates which cannot fetch success.
·
Imitation-Extreme peer pressure may lead one to follow what
your peers feel right. Their pressure may be compelling
enough to go by everything they think right. One tends to
blindly imitate the masses.
·
Disinterest in Studies-peer pressure teaches and encourages
ignoring studies. Bunking classes may lead to a complete
disinterest in academics. The grades would naturally fall the
teen.
·
Alienation from family- A peer pressure is always antagonistic
to the values that are promoted by the family.
For teens at College: Ways to Avoid and Resist Negative Peer
Pressure
Standing up for yourself can be unnerving, especially in the face of
a group that is compelling you to do something. Here are some
strategies that can work for anyone at any age.
·
Learn how to be assertive- Decide before you get into situation
what your values and standards are. Give some excuses if
necessary, such as that you don’t intend to get in trouble. Know
when to say NO.
·
Ask for help if necessary- Getting help from grown-ups is
good. Talk to your parents about it and listen to their advice.
·
Get out of the situation- Avoid situations where people are
doing things you don’t want to do. Recollect, that you do not

have the compulsion to fulfil someone’s request.
Choose friends carefully- Choose good friends who share your
values. Good friends use positive peer pressure to help you be
your best self-whilst the bad ones may pressure you into doing
something you’re uncomfortable with.
·
Use the delay tactic- Act cool when someone is pressuring you.
·
Think ahead- Think about what the consequences will be of
your decisions and actions. Inform in clear terms your choices
in a short and simple way.
·
Provide your own positive pressure- Build the self-confidence
you need.
·
It’s okay to be alone- Remind yourself that it’s always quality
over quantity.
·
Go with your instincts- Listen to your heart… but carry your
brain with you.
For teachers and parents: Parents have a vital role to play during this
phase of a person’s life. Parents and teachers are essentially to be
watchful while dealing with teenagers, as they are most susceptible
to succumb to peer pressure during these years of their life. Teens
need to be taught to differentiate between the good and the bad, the
right and the wrong and should be taught to be thoughtful in life.
➢
Conversing with the student- Discussing with them as though
they are a friend & by accepting them as responsible and
capable, one can assist them to trust they are. Asking them to
open up about what their worries are and voicing them one’s
fears of them along with ways of dealing them is a way out.
➢
Applying positive pressure- Their actions may seem to
indicate persistent uprising which is to please the teachers &
parents. Encouraging the student to study more or take a
tougher course, can result in them doing it essentially.
➢
Expressing confidence in the kids’ proficiencies- Keeping in
mind the limits of their age, children should be given room to
make their own decisions. By treating them in proper ways,
they can wisely choose and thus boost their own poise.
➢
Providing them the information they entail- Assuming not that
a young person knows everything of risky behaviors, instead
making sure they are well-informed by talking to them about it
can help.
➢
Set age-appropriate confines- Children need to have a safety
net, even when they are old enough to make many choices and
decisions for themselves. When they begin dating and going
out with friends, a strong control is to be set by the parents by
reminding them their life targets.
➢
Having & implementing a plan- Many kids succumb to peer
pressure since they don’t see a graceful way out. Assisting
them finding one by developing & implementing a plan will
get them out of a bad condition with little significance.
“People either inspire you or they drain you, choose wisely.”
Dr. Vinod Mohitkar
Director, MSBTE
·

MSBTE News
Retirement

Mr.Prakash G. Sayagavi

Mr. Prakash G. Sayagavi, Assistant Secretary,
MSBTE retired from Government service after
superannuation on 31st January 2019. He has
worked for a total of 33 years in various capacities
as Asst. Engineer in Minor Irrigation dept, Govt. of
Karnataka, Lecturer in Civil Engg.,Controller of
exam of Govt. Polytechnic Mumbai, Controller of
Exam and as Asst. Secretary at Maharashtra State
Board of Technical Education, Mumbai. He is also
on the editorial board of the MSBTE Newsletter.
MSBTE wishes him and his family a healthy,
peaceful and wishful years ahead.

The recipe to ignoring
peer pressure is feeling
confident
in who you are.
- Phoebe Waller
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Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Industry Speak
Peer pressure has been known to be the direct
impact on people by peers, or the consequence
on an individual who gets invigorated to follow
their peers by altering their attitudes, morals or
behaviours to adapt to those of the influencing
group or individual. This can end up in either a
Venkatesh Kulkarni positive or negative result. The intensity of the
peer pressure can range from high to low depending on how much
vulnerable you are or can be easily influenced by the peer group
that you have.
Age Groups ranging from 10 to 25 years are prone to peer
pressure. After this age group whatever we seem to term as peer
pressure actually is Prestige issue-reputation or influence arising
from success, achievement, rank, or other favourable attributes.
The question here arises is WHY (peer pressure)
Kids generally go into peer pressure due to two reasons-1)
Inferiority complex 2) Unaddressed Curiosity.
This can be solved by good and friendly parenting. As, at this age
of non decision making capability, parents play a very important
role of influencing kids to the right path. At times parents go
wrong becoming over strict and dealing with the child in an ideal
way, however later it needs to be realised that the surrounding has
changed which might not make the situations or even feelings
around your kid ideal. Hence conversation, talking on regular
basis about daily occurrences in schools or tuitions is essential.
Indirect motivation plays a large role in kids to get them out of peer
pressure; which means through situational stories and morals
which makes their conscience strong enough to not feel small in
situations similar to the stories.
Whereas the people from the age above 18yrs face peer pressure
due to - Suppression of feelings. Teens develop a feeling of not
accepting their drawbacks which in turn gets them hurt over small
things getting them into a frame of mind of TRYING things out.
This phase can also be called as victimization, when teens feel
every problem is just happening to them.
What is Virtuous about it?
Usually, peer pressure is used in a negative context and has an
another side as well. However, there is also a positive peer
pressure too which cannot be coined bad always. It can also make

you to adopt good habits in life. Some peers may impart you some
virtuous things about life and inspire you to trail them. For
example, if you perceive your peers doing something for a moral
cause, you may also like to adopt such practices. This will benefit
you to transform yourself for the better. Adopting good habits of
your peers can actually bring about a positive change not only in
your life but also in your way of thinking. Peer pressure can
essentially dispense a positive impact on your life if you carefully
pick certain good habits from your peers. Since there is a
enormous multiplicity in the behaviour of human beings,
exposure to peer pressure will give one a decent break to analyse
the adores and viewpoint of diverse people. This will lead in
getting an opportunity to pick the best from what the multitudes
have to offer. Peers might even instigate you in some way or the
other or even coax you to carry about a productive change in your
life. Hence, peer pressure can also have a positive influence on
one’s life and can actually lead one to make the right choices for
oneself.
What is Immoral about it?
There can be a specific inkling, a tradition, or a lifestyle which you
personally may loath and would not readily accept. However, your
peer group would want to induce you to do something which is
against your own resolve. As a result, when you take an incorrect
decision by yielding to peer pressure, you may get yourself
dwelled in deep sorrow and feel remorseful about the whole state
of affairs. Similarly, a large number of immoralities such as
smoking, drinking, drug addiction etc., are cultivated when
teenagers thoughtlessly follow their peers, putting aside their own
determination. Furthermore, you lose your uniqueness by
conceding to peer pressure. You lose your existence, your
functioning methodology and entirely adopt your peers’ way of
living and thinking. You seldom follow your own likings and are
compelled to like what your peers approve and follow them in
totality. This is how peer pressure can harvest a wide range of
negative outcomes for your life.
Therefore, it is better to learn something from peer pressure by
adopting good habits and avoid succumbing to its negative side.
Venkatesh Kulkarni
Vice President, Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited

SAP training Snaps
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SAP training program under progress at Smt. Geeta Tatkare Polytechnic,

SAP training program under progress at Zeal Polytechnic,Pune

SAP training program under progress at Pimpri Chinchwad Polytechnic, Pune

Students at the training session at BV Polytechnic Dhanakwadi, Pune

Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Faculty Speak
Peer pressure is psychological phenomenon where a
person gets influenced by life style and behavior of
peers. The peer pressure is harmful or beneficial
depends upon outlook of a person. Peer pressure is
more harmful until person knows what is right for
him and also knows his limits. There are some good
Swapnil Kulkarni or bad peoples around us. But bad people have some
good qualities and learning from them is possible if we
are ready to take important things from them.
“Initially if we can’t beat anyone basic thumb rule is JOIN THEM, learn
from them, and grow”
Peer pressure is not always bad. It can help you reflect on yourself. Peers
may impart you good practices and encourage you to follow them.
Looking at what others adopt, can help you bring a positive change in your
way of thinking. If you can pick selectively, peer pressure can thrust you
towards something encouraging. For example, when a child knows that
some of his friends regularly read storybooks or that they have subscribed
to a library, even he feels tempted to do so. He may get into the convention
of reading because of his peers. Seeing that some of your friends exercise
daily, even you may take up the habit.
If you are privileged enough to get a good peer group, your peers can
encourage the shaping of your disposition in a positive way. Their
perspective of life can lead you to change yours. It’s not pressure every
time; occasionally it’s inspiration, which makes you variate for good. For
example, positive peer pressure can make you quit smoking or give up
bad habits that you may possess. Your peers can inspire you to become
more hopeful or more self-assured.
Peer pressure is always linked with a person forcing to do something
wrong. But it is not so as it is the person own decision to do or not do it.
When a person loses his willpower and does something the same, it is
termed peer pressure which is erroneous. Not everyone is taken over by
the words of others.There is something going wrong in the society but it
cannot be coined as peer pressure.
Mr. Swapnil Kulkarni
Lecturer, A.G. Patil Polytechnic Institute Solapur
Someone does something because of peer pressure, it
means that they do it because of other people in their
group do it. We may tend to get influenced by the
lifestyles of our peer. The changing ways of life, of
our peers, often forces us to change our ways of
looking at life and leading it. The few have the
courage to oppose the peer pressure and be the own
selves rather than being one among the lot. Peer
Mrs. S. A. Shete pressure is affecting most of us, both, positively and
negatively. The distinction between positive and negative peer pressure
lies in a thoughtful analysis. Some of your peers blindly leave negative
impact on your life and some leave it as positive impact on your life. Let
us look at the positive and negative effects of peer pressure.
Peer pressure is useful since it makes us more alert, we can improve ownself and attentive to the happenings around us even the small ones that we
might look over but actually be helpful for our knowledge and
development. Also, when our peers or classmates are good at studies and
other activities it motivates us to match their performance. It is certainly
good if we are careless and lazy. When our peers achieve something it
taking inspiration from them will bring a positive change in our way of
working. For instance, if my classmate has make hard work in the study or
any other work and it is delivering better results then I too can adopt that
schedule and improve my grades. When we are with our peers we watch
their habits and we can pick up some good habits from them, like good
thinking, reading, riding etc. These habits will add to our personalities.
Being with a peer group can change our overall view of life from negative
to positive and turn pressure into motivation, a positive force which will
push us in the right direction.
Opposite to this, most of the time, it so happens, that we are enforced to
lead a certain kind of lifestyle due to peer pressure. Someone may not like
partying, going to watch the movie on weekends, etc. But peer pressure
may make you do all, that you will never wish to do. The teenagers cannot
understand the good and bad things, at this age they like only peers
behavior. There are many teenagers who experience great pressure from
their peer that forces them to take towards the bad. Peer pressure can
direct to a loss of individuality. Their pressure may force you to go by
everything they think right. The person loses his/her original way of
looking at life. This makes the conclusions that, before following your
peer, think about the impact.
Mrs. Santoshi A. Shete
Lecturer in IT, AISSMS’s Polytechnic, Pune

Peer pressure is the phenomenon where
individuals tend to get influenced by the lifestyles
and the ways of thinking of their peer. The term
pressure implies that the process influence people
to do things that may be resistant to or might not
otherwise choose to do. The changing ways of our
peer often force individuals to change their ways
Mr. B. V. Kumbhar of looking at life and leading it. The thoughts,
behavior and tests of fashion of individuals tend to get influenced by
the life styles of their peer group.
From my perspective peer pressure is bound to affect most
of individuals negatively. Because when individual do not like a
particular idea or when they have no any indication towards a
particular field, it is obvious that they won’t like to go by it. But their
peer group, which may compel them on doing something that they
hate. In such cases, there are chances that they won’t do well in those
things. If the individuals do not enjoy doing, they cannot emerge
successful in something that they have never like doing. Many times
it happens that individuals do lose their happiness due to peer
pressure.
Sometimes individuals trying to do the things which are
done by the peers ,but some of the times individuals are fails to do
these things ,ultimately individuals starts losing their confidence in
life which will finally brings the individuals under depreciation and
may subjected to symptomatology, decreasing popularity, more
sexual behavior.
However, peer pressure may increase the risk of other
harms which can be even dangerous than addiction, such as driving
under the influence of alcohol or other drugs, overdose asphyxiation
and accidents. Sometimes substance use was also predicated by peer
pressure susceptibility such that greater susceptibility was predictive
of greater alcohol and drugs.
Although some of writer says that, peer pressure can help
individuals to analyze and contemplate on their ways of life and may
be able to change themselves for the better looking at what others do,
can help to bring positive change in life when they pick a good peer
group. But now a days it is very difficult to pick right peer group at
right time. Hence it seems to me for shaping a personality in positive
direction instead of peers, parent influence plays a vital role.
Parent influence changes the life of individual for better
ment. They do not pressurize individuals to do things but rather
inspire them to change themselves. Parent influence may actually
persuade individual to bring about a constructive change in
personality by creating a positive, supportive home environment, free
of addictive behaviors and without access to alcohol or other drugs.
Role modeling, good emotional, self regulation will also reduce risk
of developing addictions and helps to learn positive ways of solving
problems and coping with uncomfortable feelings, rather than trying
to escape into addictive behavior.
To cope with the peer pressure individuals can rewire their
brain with focus and intention, and lose their power over our daily
thoughts and actions. Also now a day’s mindfulness program,
meditation supports and consistently reciting positive mantras help to
individuals to keep them away from the peer pressure.
Mr. B.V.Kumbhar
HOD Electrical Engineering
Ashokrao Mane Polytechnic Vathar tarf Vadgaon

Theme of the Next issue

Cell Phones - Next
generation
education tools ?
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Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Faculty Speak Contd....
Peer pressure:The phenomenon wherein one
may tend to get influenced by the lifestyles and the
ways of thinking of peers. Peer pressure can prove
beneficial but it is also observed to have negative
effects as well on society.
Negative Effects of Peer Pressure
The opinions, conduct and perceptions of fashion,
music, television and other walks of life of the
Mrs. H. H. Patel masses are often seen having a profound influence
on the living of the society. We tend to get
predisposed by the lifestyles of our peer group. Because of that the
originality, likeliness, believes, perceptions of one gets affected
badly. It puts impact on the confidence level of the person. Sometimes
the person/persons are doing such things that they never believe in due
to the peer pressure. This must not happen.Mainly the teenagers are the easy targets or victims. The teenagers are
easily influenced as they are not mature enough. There are many
teenagers who experience great pressure from their peer group that
forces them to do things that they never won’t to. for e.g.taking drugs
or drinkingonly because of peer pressure. Sometimes it is worsening
that the future of teenagers is in danger because of the impact. Some
teenagers literally spoil their lives because of the inability of
handlingthe peer pressure.
It’s a human tendency to do what the mass does. A few have the valor
enough to resist the peer pressure and be their own selves rather than
being one among the lot.
Under peer pressure, doing things one do not enjoy, doing them
cannot fetch you success or happiness. You cannot appear efficacious
in something you have never wanted doing. Peer pressure can lead to a
loss of distinctiveness. Excessive peer pressure may lead you to
follow what your peers feel right. You tend to thoughtlessly emulate
the masses; you adopt their tastes of fashion, clothing, hair, music and
general living. Peer pressure can actually lead you to lose your tastes
of life and force yourself to begin liking what they like.
A robust sustenance from family, an ability to discern between the
positive and the negative and a skill to pick friends from the peers this three-pronged approach is the best way to keep away from
negative peer pressure.
Mrs. H. H. Patel
I/C HOD,IT Dept. Dr.D.Y.Patil Polytechnic Pune
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Peer pressure is a psychological phenomenon in
which a child, teenager, adult or any individual gets
influenced by the lifestyles or thoughts of their
peers and try to follow them. I would say peer
pressure is a choice than an action. Everything has
some pros and cons, and it is up to the individual to
Miss. N. R. Bagul decide what to choose.
In my opinion peer pressure has many disadvantages rather than
advantages. The major disadvantage of peer pressure for an
individual is his identity is lost. A person under peer pressure is not
able to independently distinguish between a right thing and a wrong
thing. Sometimes due to this peer pressure individuals are forced to do
things which they don’t like. Our teenagers also suffers a lot due to
peer pressure. A very big drawback of peer pressure among teenagers
is their academic performance is affected and declined. Under this
peer pressure some teenagers can easily adopt bad habits such as
alcohol consumption, smoking, etc.
Getting rid of this peer pressure is not easy. Knowingly or
unknowingly every person in his life faces with peer pressure. We
cannot remove it completely but at least we must try to be away from
this peer pressure because we cannot progress if we are focusing on
following someone else. Always remember that we have to be happy
for whatever we have till day. Learning to say NO, standing up for
yourself , walking away and focusing on yourself is the key to be away
from peer pressure and NEVER BE A PUPPET IN SOMEONE’S
HAND.
Miss. Nilam R. Bagul
Lecturer, Electrical Department,
Loknete Gopalraoji Gulve Polytechnic, Nashik

Peer Pressure Kills Originality …………..
Humans are social animals society and peers are
indispensable part of our life. They have deep
influence on our attitudes, values, behavior and
thought making process. Peer pressure has potential
to affect our life negatively. The fear being excluded
Mr. A. S. Gaikwad and being unrecognized leads to extreme and risky
behavior. To improve one’s popularity, attracting people, gaining their
attention and for social acceptance people succumb to peer pressure.
It can force adolescents and individuals to smoking, drinking, drug
addiction, substance abuse. And with advent of Social media it has
increased further. Due to various posts on social media people
compare their life with their peers and may feel their life is less
happening, boring and less stylish. There is pressure to be more
beautiful/handsome, presentable to garner more like buttons than
others. If it does not happen then it causes depression, inferiority
complex, advertising pressure and frustration. The biggest impact of
peer pressure is that it kills originality and creativity. There may be
certain habit, idea, lifestyle, ideology that we dislike but still we
follow to conform to a particular group. We lose our identity with no
personal opinion and choice. Our ideas, solutions may be best but we
drop them if it differs from our group, suppressing our own creativity.
We copy others behavior even if it is against our nature. Peer pressure
may lead to feeling of guilt and hatred for ourselves. In order to be in
common with the group we surrender our uniqueness it also makes
relations with our family stressful. Succumbing to peer pressure in
taking important decisions of life can cause irreversible damage. It
diverts attention from our study, hobbies, recreation and impacts our
career and future. Though peer pressure has some positive effects like
competitiveness, encouraging social work, charity, good habits,
learning new things, we should try to overcome its negative impact.
Peers are important for every individual but we should engage with
them in balanced way adopting what is good for us and resisting
harmful behavior.
Mr. Amol S. Gaikwad
Lecturer, Computer Department,
Government Polytechnic Gadchiroli.
“I am not come in the world to live your
expectations and you are not in the world to live
my expectations” said once Bruce Lee.
So what this Peer pressure is? Peer pressure is the
influence you feel from a person or group of
people or relatives or any surrounding peoples to
do something. In day to day life almost everyone
Mr. P. R. Khuspe has experienced peer pressure before, either
positive or negative.
Peer pressure can result in you doing something that does not fit with
your sense of right and wrong. Peer pressure can influence people in
many more ways. It may affect the academic performance of students;
it can lead to alcohol and drug use. It may affect to any one from all
ages and may cause serious effects in the long run. It can encourage a
person to push the limits and coerce him to take some extreme steps in
order to please his peers or have their acceptance. Under peer pressure
a person tends to seek approval of his peers so he acts like a puppet in
their hands. It ultimately loses her or his individuality and self-worth.
Also continuous pressure causes to lose his vision. The continuous
peer pressure can be affect mentally and an emotion in the long run
leads to serious consequences.
But, in general sense Peer pressure is not always bad. A good peer
group with positive peer can give good shape to personality. People
also get motivated by positive effects of the peer pressure. The way of
people of looking at life may influence you to change for betterment.
So the what is the effect of the peer pressure on individual whether it is
beneficial or harmful it depends upon the person who take that
pressure if people take it negatively it will result into negative
consequences also vice versa for positively taken the peer pressure.
So if you take it positively then the peer pressure can lead you to make
the right choices in life and you will become helpful you to be
successful in life.
Mr. Pankaj Kusum Ramdas Khuspe,
Lecturer, Navsahyadri Institute of Pharmacy, Naigoan, Pune.

Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Faculty Speak Contd....
Peer pressure is the direct influence on individual
by companion or the effect on a person who gets
inspired to follow his/her peers. It means one is
forced by someone to do things which results in
either a positive or negative effect. It sometime
guides individual or he comes to know his limits.
When teenagers get more affected by his/her peer
groups, it results to unsuccessful consequences.
Ms. Aditi P. Sangale
Few people have the daring to fight the peer
pressure. Peer pressure is assured to affect most of us in both ways
positively and negatively. Following our peers blindly plants a
negative impact on your life while a systematic approach of looking at
peer behavior can act positively. When we do not like a particular idea
or when we are not interested in a particular field. Definitely, we
won’t like to go that way. But if our peer group, may compel us on
doing something we hate. In such cases we are dissatisfied. So, it is
important that we should not lose our happiness. Most of the times it
happens that we are enforced to lead a certain kind of lifestyle due to
peer pressure. We may not like partying on every weekend, we may
not like night outs with friends, we may hate drinking or smoking, but
peer pressure may make us do all that we had never wished to. In such
cases, being overly pressurized by our peers can be unfavorable to
your living. Some teenagers spoil their lives by giving in to peer
pressure. Peer pressure can lead to a loss of individual’s freedom. in
which one can lose original way of looking at life.
In consideration with another side peer pressure is not always bad. It
can help us to analyze ourselves and consider on our ways of life. One
may be able to change his/her life for the better. Looking at what
others do, can help us bring about a helpful change in our way of
thinking. If we can pick selectively, peer pressure can actually result
in a positive change in our way of life. If we are fortunate to get a good
peer group, they can play a vital role in shaping of our personality.
Their way of viewing at life may influence you to change for
improvement. Peer pressure can lead you to have the right choices in
life.
At last individual should get influenced by peer pressure if it leads to
betterment of everyone.
Ms. Aditi P. Sangale
Lecturer, Computer Engg.,
Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic,Eklahare,Nashik
In early days there were paucity of awareness
about education due to which only people from
developed locality were accessible to quality
education & new opportunities so if we try to
observe keenly about percentage of the people
who were acquiring the top opportunities are less
so ultimately the competition in any field is less so
i want to emphasize here that in present scenario
Mr. A. V. Rajwade due to availability of wide resources in any field the
availability of opportunities are lesser & lesser due to which many
people are under severe pressure to achieve that opportunity & even
kids & college goers are also in the trap of the tremendous pressure. In
my opinion there is a god quote in English that is “Too much is Too
bad” so the intense pressure leads to developing unnecessary stress on
the human beings & it results in too many adverse effect on the
various aspect of human being.
So if we observe in present scenario to get relief from the peer
pressure now various daily activities like laughing clubs, various
activities which relieve the burden on the brain have been initiated at
various cities .I also want to menton that in recent period in one of
state government Madhya Pradesh has started separate department
under tiltle Ministry of happiness. Also we know that world happiness
day is to be observed on every march 20th in which the rank of the
India was 133 for previous year. So i would like to mention that peer
pressure to individuals affect its original performance because under
the peer pressure our performance takes back seat of our journey &
pressure drives us to one may not give his best performance in the
field in which someone is working. So in my opinion to achieve
anything in life instead of peer pressure one must experience some
minute pain which ultimately gives Pleasure to individuals.
Mr. A. V. Rajwade
Lecturer, Rajendra Mane Polytechnic, Ambav

Peer pressure is “When people your own age
encourage or urge you to do something or to keep
from doing something else, no matter if you
personally want to do it or not (Ryan, 2000).”
Peer pressure is a influential force that impacts
everybody. It is effective in changing behavior of
Sameer N. Nadaf individuals. It really can affect the standards we set
for ourselves, and the way we live up to them. Peer
pressure is not always harmful, your friends may use peer pressure to
influence us in a positive way. In students life peers plays an important
role for improving their confidence and academic performance.
Example of positive peer pressure-Your friends tell to you study
harder, so you can get better grades. After encouraging improve their
confidence and take efforts and get good grades on his test.
Teenagers learn about what is acceptable in their social group by
“reading” their friends reaction to how they act, what they wear and
what they say. The peer group gives this potent feedback by their
words and action, which either encourages or discourages certain
behaviors and attitudes. Anxiety can arises when teens try to predict
how peers will react and this anxiety plays a large role in peer
influence.
If student makes healthy choices in the friends groups, he choose
those peer may inspire to us, try to new things and encourages to do
best.
But if your friends start hanging around with the wrong crowed like
peers who skip school, smoking and break the law they are likely to
influence his behaviour in an unhealthy way. Most negative peer
pressure involves more serious problems like pressuring students to
experiment with drug, clearly this type of peer pressure can have
arises serious lifelong problems.
Example of Negative peer pressure-Your friends skips school because
its senior skip day and he doesn’t want to get fun of for showing up.
Peer pressure is beneficial to individuals it is not always bad thing,
your friends may use peer pressure in a positive way to motivate us.
Mr. Sameer N. Nadaf
Lecturer in General Science Department.
Nanasaheb Mahadik Polytechnic Institute, Peth.
Peer pressure is always link up with a person
forcing or persuade to do something wrong. But it
is not so as it the is the individual own decision to
do or not do it. When a person loses his self control
and does something, and included this under the
peer pressure which is wrong. A person does such
a job to get rid of a tag he is given by his colleague
mates or to get the cool tag ...And this shows the
Mr. Amol Barde selfishness of the person. In case a person is not left
with a choice but to do the task given then it is manhandling and is not
comes under peer pressure. Not all individual is affected by the words
of others so there is something wrong going in the society but it cannot
termed as peer pressure . Peer pressures are not always good. It
depends upon the membership or the group of the student or person. It
takes more time to make good peers or to have a brief look on them,
but on will get a good peer once in a life...
People said Peer pressure means felling demotivated. This makes the
individual unable to develop self-confidence! For instance if one is
physically and mentally smart so the other gets demotivated and
started to adopt risky habits to be like the physically smart one! But its
absolutely incorrect and false statement. Cause we have to decide
what you have to choose. We are not a kid to adopt a bad habits by the
choice and by forcing by someone. We are having our own mind.
I believe for individual peer pressure to be beneficial. It is how most
people overcome fears, after all it helps a person to decide the way in
which he wants to proceed in life and what is the mass opinion about
that. If his peers are bad then in a while he will understand that and will
improve himself a lot. And that is the key to success. If you follow the
society, you might get lost in it. When you say “YES” to others make
them happy surely you aren’t saying “NO” to yourself. Peer pressure
is not always negative.
Mr.Amol Barde
Lecturer, TulsiramjiGaikwad-Patil college of engineering and
technology, Nagpur
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Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Faculty Speak Contd....
Water is life.All livings animals including trees
need water to survive.So is the case of air & fire.
I n s h o r t , t h e s e e l e m e n t s w a t e r, a i r,
fire(controlled) are beneficial to living animals
(including human) and trees.
Having said this, what about disaster (loss) due
to flood (water),cyclone (high speed wind), fire
tragedy to us?. Can we say then, the elements
D. S. Ande
water, air, fire are not beneficial?.In short,in nature itself ,nothing
is perfect-right or wrong.It depend on us,how we handle them or
how we cope with them. So is the case of peer pressure.
Before discussion of peer pressure, let us know the definition
of peer pressure.
What is peer pressure?
Peers are people who are part of the same social group,for
example classmate. Peer pressure means the influence that peers
can have on each other.The peer pressure is there when peers try to
influence,how you act to get you to do something.It is following
peers by change in attitudes, values or behaviour to confirm to
those of the influencing group or individual. Peer pressure is not
usually used to describe socially desirable behaviour such as
exercise, academic success etc.
Plus points of peers pressure
One can pressure to his/her friends each other for the things
which can improve one’s health,make feel good about one’s
decision. Peer pressure can help in- be honest,avoid alcohol, avoid
drugs, be nice, not smoking, respect others, work hard, exercise.
Please note,your parents will not always with you. The good
peer pressure can shape your career, character, personality. Peer
pressure can lead us to learn new and exciting things, we have
never done before or had courage to do.
Negative points of peers pressure
In the starting of this article, I said in nature itself,there are no
only beneficial things.There are negative points of peers pressure
also. People may engage in self destructive behaviour like
smoking or abusing drugs,miss important career opportunities.
However,one can not isolate from negative peers pressure in
schools, colleges, offices, societies. What we can do is to follow
some effective guidelines to avoid negative peers pressure.
The ways are:
a) Listen to your heart but keep your brain in place.
b) Remind yourself that it is always quality over quantity.
c) Develop self confidence.
d) Act cool when someone is pressing you.
e) Ensure whatever you do is your choice and not influenced by
someone.
f) Surround yourself with positive people.
Peer pressure in schools,colleges are more harmful because
students are not matured enough in those age.Negative peers
pressure can lead to teen depression, high stress level, negative
behaviour issues and poor decision making.
We are witnessing Indian schools, Institutions, boards,
universities are producing Engineers,Managers of World class
standard. In fact, India is major country giving software
Engineers,Managers,skilled technicians to the world.can we say
positive peers pressure is significantly contributing for this.
Dhananjay S. Ande
Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering
GWCET Polytechnic

Stay true to yourself. An original
is worth more than a copy.
- Suzy Kassem
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Peer pressure is a social & Psychological
phenomena where a person (any age group) gets
influenced by the lifestyle of their peers (Peers
means their colleagues, friends etc) & in turn they
compare their own lifestyle with their peers.Peer
pressure is more harmful than being beneficial
because pressure is abnormal condition .It is
Miss J. Khedkar beneficial if the person knows what is right &
wrong for his/her & also identifies his/her limits.
Negative effects of peer pressure
1) Decision Go wrong
When you do not like a particular opinion but it is your peer group
which may compel you on doing something you dislike. It’s apparent
that you will not be content doing it. And your decision goes wrong &
you won’t succeed.
2) Chances of Becoming Addicted
Our peers may be good or bad. If they are bad they pressurize us to get
addicted to bad habits. For instance if your friend forced to the other to
smoke then he would smoke coming under the pressure & temptation
created by his friend.
There are various harmful effects of peer pressure
But peer pressure is not always bad if you are fortunate to get a good
peer group your peers can play vital role in shaping of your
personality. You can motivated by those who have always positive
thinking and attitude. Their way of looking at life may influence your
to change for better. Some of your peers may be your dear friends,
who do not coerce you to do things but rather encourage you to
transform yourself. Peer pressure can end up in you making the right
choices in life.
Meditation is one of the tool for creating a positive peer pressure. By
doing meditation regularly we create a positive environment & we
are able to take a right decision.
Miss Jyotsna Khedkar
Lecturer, P S G V P Mandal’s Institute of Pharmacy, Shahada

Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to
Individuals?
Can peer pressure work to enhance academic and
socio-emotional skills? And even more
importantly, can positive peer pressure be the
norm in schools and Colleges even more
Sandhya Shetty popular?
Now I can give the idea of ‘TRUST CIRCLES’. I put the students
into two groups. Heterogeneous and Homogenous group.
Enriching them with the idea of socio-emotional skills for
working with a group, encouraging each other and having difficult
conversations, inspired students to encourage each other. With
this positive peer group gave the incredible results in academics
and in their character as well. The result we got from them was that
they started helping each other, created study buddies. For
example, if one of the students came up with the wrong results
they would direct him to the right ones. If they would get the
answer right they were even appreciated. This increased their
confidence.
Research shows that students are more likely to take information
from someone they relate to because they personalize the
information and then apply it more easily. So it is more powerful
for academic success and socio-emotional well-being. Each day if
the students spend time in the group, we can see them creating
smart goals and to achieve them they successfully prepare the
checklist. As a teacher we should check in weekly, reflect and
reassess. Here with the deliberate practice, they develop
confidence with the group. They enhance the positive thoughts in
such a manner where negative peer pressure never takes room in
their character & as well in academics too. The students developed
the slogan “socialize and learn”. In conclusion I wish to put forth
that, the students shouldn’t be allowed to go alone. We should
have faith in student’s ability to influence each other positively if
only given the space and the chance.
Sandhya Shetty
Lecturer (English), Thakur Polytechnic

Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial to individuals ?
Student Speak
I feel that it depends upon the situation as
people sometimes peer pressure is beneficial as
sometimes peer pressure is harmful. When we
find positive learning around us peer pressure
become healthy.
Peer pressure help people to handle difficult
Sabhyata Khelukar situation with ease. Peer pressure is much more
important for teenagers as if the parents will not stop them to do
wrong things then they will do whatever they want to after the bad
results they will realize their mistakes so it’s better to learn first
then no mistake will be there an then everything will be fine from
above we understand that peer pressure is not always bad it can
help you to yourself. Peers may teach you good things and
encourage you to below them.
Basically good peer pressure is motivation it helps you to bring
positive change in the way you think. Eg. Our friends, wellwisher’s as family they encourage us in our bad time and try three
level best to support us in our good decision so as to develop our
confidence and reach the heights of success. They always wish our
good and so don’t give bad suggestion. Now let us talk about peer
pressure is harmful as it is not beneficial.Yes as I said peer
pressure is sometimes beneficial only. Peer pressure is not always
beneficial always our companions May be good or bad. If they are
bad they pressure us to get addicted to bad habits for instance.
Eg- If one friend forces other to smoke, then he would under
pressure and temptation created by his friend in this way would get
addicted to the smoking and spoil his health and life. That shows
the peer pressure of a friend with some bad habits may cause to
some health issues it may not beneficial.
But my another point of view says that - Peer pressure is always
link with a person forcing to do something wrong but it is not so as
it the persons own decision to do or not do it now a days people or
any human being not like their life rule by another person. So peer
pressure depend upon the situation, membership as people it can
be beneficial or harmful.
Sabhyata Khelukar
TY IF
Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic, Eklahare, Nashik
Peer plays a very important role in a student’s
life. The effect of peer pressure depends on the
peer we have. A good peer group will play a vital
role in our personality but a bad peer group will
give opposite impact to us. Peer pressure is
useful for development and if there is no such
Smit Sunil Aghav pressure then no goal will be achieved. Positive
peer pressure can lead to positive habits in life. It depends on the
peers of individual as if they are friends, neighbors or cousins, at
the same time it also depends on individual. One should be
selective about choosing the right peer group for oneself. It can
make positive or negative impact on behavior. It can change ones
communication skill, personality and attitude. There is also a
tendency to behave and become like other members of peer group,
it means the members follow each other whether in positive or
negative sense. When members of peer group believe in doing well
the other member will also follow the same path. Through this the
teen will not only learn to focus on their studies but also will show
an inclination to get involved and get participated in several extracurricular and sports activities. Peer pressure is not bad always but
they may teach individual good things to follow. Focusing on
oneself is more important than following others blindly. One’s
success and happiness lies in himself or herself. The choice get lost
when our friends force or put pressure on us to follow a particular
thing but if someone gives us a good advice then it is different.
Hence it all depends on the individual to take it as advice or
pressure and follow.
Smit Sunil Aghav
SY Computer
Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic, Eklahare, Nashik

Peer pressure is a psychological phenomenon
where an individual’s life is affected by the
lifestyle of people in his/her surroundings. It’s
natural that we come in a phase of life where we
start feeling insecurities about ourselves, like how
we look from others point of view, so we try to
become or be like them, even though we are not
like them, this is we acting as peers for ourselves.
Bhavin Mehta And the Peers are often judgmental!!!
Peer pressure is more harmful than being beneficial. It’s only
beneficial if the person knows what is right for him and also knows
his/her limits.
Peer pressure often results into bad life decisions. When you have no
predisposition towards a specific turf, it is obvious that you won’t like
to go playing or walking on it. It can be your peer set, which may
coerce you on doing something you hate to do.
It can even persuade you to accept a certain kind of regime, even if
you don’t really intend to. Peer pressure is very powerful; it may even
change someone’s lifestyle to such an extent that a simple man may
become difficult to understand. Often bad habits are cultivated due to
peer pressure, like smoking, alcohol consumption, you may not like
partying every weekend, but peer pressure is very strong.
Peer pressure is not always bad. It can help you reflect on yourself.
Peers many a time advocates to you respectable things and boost you
to follow them. You may be able to transform yourself for better.
Looking at what others do, can help you bring a positive change in
your way of thinking.
To sum up, peer pressure may be harmful or beneficial, it depends on
the individual perspective and whether he or she wants it to affect his
or her life. But in majority of situations, peer pressure is harmful for
the individual and also the society.
Mehta Bhavin
S. Y. D. Pharm Student
N.S.S. College of Pharmacy, Mumbai
It is pointless to say how dominant peer pressure
can be on a person. Peer pressure emanates in,
when we get inclined by the lifestyles and the
ways of thinking of our peers. Almost everybody
experiences peer pressure at a given point in time
in their life. Some people are positively influenced
whilst a few are likely to get negatively
influenced. On the other hand, blindly following
peers and not holding an opinion of your own
Fatema Hasmani might leave a negative impact on our life.
Harmful Effects Of Peer Pressure
There might be a particular idea, a habit, or a lifestyle which we
personally dislike and would not like to accept. However, our peer
group would want to compel us to do something which is against our
own will. As a result, when we take a wrong decision under peer
pressure, we get in deep sorrow and feel remorseful about the whole
situation. Furthermore, we lose our identity by surrendering to peer
pressure. We lose our lifestyle and entirely adopt peers’ way of living.
We no longer follow our own taste and are forced to like what our
peers like and do what they do. This is how peer pressure can yield a
wide array of negative outcomes for our life. It’s hence advisable to
always learn from peer pressure by espousing good habits and stay
away from the the bad ones.
Beneficial Effects Of Peer Pressure
Peer pressure is normally used in a negative context. However, there
is always an another side to it. It can also lead us to adopt good habits
in life. Our peers may teach us some good things about life and
encourage us to follow them. We may like to adopt their certain habit
that will help us to change ourself for the better. Adopting good habits
of our peers can actually bring about a positive change not only in our
life but also our way of thinking. Peer pressure can actually leave a
positive impact on our life if we carefully pick certain good habits
from our peers. Exposure to peer pressure will give us a good
opportunity to analyse the likes and viewpoints. This will accomplish
an opportunity to choose the best from what the multitudes have to
offer. Therefore, peer pressure can also have a positive impact on our
life and can actually lead us to make the right choices for ourself.
Fatema Hasmani, S.Y.D.Pharm
P S G V P Mandal’s Institute Of Pharmacy, Shahada
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Technobuzz
A sidewalk that stops floods
As climate change brings stronger storms with drenching downfalls, the
risk of flash floods from overflowing sewers balloons. In the past two
years, for instance, Ellicott City, Maryland, has endured two “thousandyear” drenchings. Soon, communities will be able to replace impervious
sidewalks with absorbent ones. Climate Tile pavers, first tested along a 55yard stretch in Copenhagen this year, can divert about 30 percent of rain
away from otherwise overwhelmed drainage. The wet stuff passes into 42
0.2-inch pores that dot the surface of each concrete block, then runs into
horizontal channels that funnel the flow from tile to tile and into
underground storage, which also collects roof water. H2O eventually feeds
into permeable landscapes, such as tree roots beside walkways. The excess
winds up in the sewers. The fresh plantings, which radiate less heat than
paths and buildings do, also provide welcome shade on hot days.

A Laser Device Whispers Secret Sounds Into Your Ear
Imagine sitting down to dinner with a group of friends, when a laser tickles
the water molecules inside your ear. Researchers from MIT have discovered
a way to send highly targeted audio signals directly to someone’s ear at a
distance using laser beams. The system works using the “photoacoustic”
effect, where water vapor in the air absorbs light, forming sound waves. The
research may pave the way to systems that allow audible messages to be
transmitted to spies or other agents, warning them of impending danger like
an active shooter.
The team started with a laser beam that fired at wavelengths absorbed by
water. By sweeping the beam at the speed of sound, they found that it could
be used to generate sound that can only be heard at a specific distance from
the transmitter. That would allow a message to be sent to an individual, rather
than just anyone who crossed the path of the laser. This can work even in
relatively dry conditions because there is almost always a little water in the air,
especially around people. It is the first system that uses lasers that are fully safe for the eyes and skin to localize an audible signal to a
particular person in any setting.
The next step for the MIT device, the researchers wrote, is to try it outdoors and at longer range.

Self-Repairing Roads
A professor in the Civil Engineering Department at University of British
Columbia (UBC) in Canada, has developed roads that are self-repairing and
sustainable. Built used ultra high-strength concrete and special fibres
developed at UBC, the first such road in Karnataka is not only cost-effective,
but has greater longevity.
Unlike the typical concrete road, in which cement is a key component, Prof.
Banthia’s self-repairing road uses 60 % fly-ash and only 40 % cement. The
fibres used have a hydrophilic nano-coating, which attract water in the event of
rains. The water then becomes a key component in healing cracks. When a
crack appears, this water gives hydration capability to the un-hydrated cement,
and produces more silicates, which actually close the crack before they grow
larger.

A device that can get under the skin to give sound
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Due to its excellent flexibility, graphene has an important application
prospect in epidermal electronic sensors. However, there are
drawbacks in current devices, such as sensitivity, range, lamination,
and artistry. In this work, the Chinese scientists have demonstrated a
multilayer graphene epidermal electronic skin based on laser
scribing graphene, whose patterns are programmable. A process has
been developed to remove the unreduced graphene oxide. This
method makes the epidermal electronic skin not only transferable to
butterflies, human bodies, and any other objects inseparably and
elegantly, merely with the assistance of water, but also have better
sensitivity and stability. Therefore, pattern electronic skin could
attach to every object like artwork. Therefore, many subtle
physiological signals can be detected based on epidermal electronic
skin with a single graphene line. Electronic skin with multiple
graphene lines is employed to detect large-range human motion.
Results show that graphene epidermal electronic skin has huge potential in health care and intelligent systems.
In the very near future they can be used as skin embedded speakers to transmit sound.

Institute News : Faculty

Sanjay Ghodawat Polytechnic, Atigre and MSBTE Mumbai jointly organized five days FDTP on ‘Emerging Trends in Electrical Engineering’
for the faculty of Electrical Engineering across Maharashtra. Seen are the participants with the experts.

MSBTE and NIMA Initiatives for Industrial Training for
Students

Mr. Deepak A. Kulkarni of Dr. Y. S. Khedkar college of Pharmacy,
Aurangabad receiving Prof. M.L. Khorana IJPS Best Research
Paper of the year 2017 award from Prof. T. V. Narayana, President,
Indian Pharmaceutical Association at New Delhi on 22nd
Dec.2018 for the topic “Solubility enhancement of lornoxicam by
crystal engineering”.

As a part of the effort in securing jobs in the industrial sector easily
after the completion of the diploma education and for promoting
entrepreneurship in diploma students, the Hub & Spoke model for
bringing about the coordination of all the polytechnics and the
industries in Nashik district has been initiated. K. K. Wagh
Polytechnic, Nashik has been selected as Hub Institute and NIMA
Nashik has been selected as the hub industry.
On 16/11/2018, at 11 am, at NIMA House, a meeting of all the
Principals of technical institutes of the Nashik district and the
authorities of NIMA in the presence of officials of RBTE Aurangabad
was conducted. Initially, Principal Prakash Kadave made introductory
speech and presented the purpose of the meeting, after which NIMA
president Shri. Harishankar Banerjee expressed the expectations from
the institute of industry sector. NIMA’s Treasurers, Mr. Tushar
Chavan, Mr. Nitin Waghaskar, Shri. Kailash Aher expressed their
views and extended their guidance. Mr. Ravi Mahadevkar, Director of
TRAMA SUMIT gave support and guidance for creating a training
model. Prof. K. D. Gangurde, Principal, BSNL Training Center and
Mr. C. S, Sonawane , PWD also gave guidance on how to provide
training facilities to the students by cooperative society.
Entrepreneurs and promoters appreciated the efforts made by
MSBTE. NIMA officials assured that the students will be fully cooperated for industrial training. Prof Narkhede, Principal MET
Polytechnic thanked, Prof. Pankaj Mohan got special support to make
the program successful.

Mr. Prakash Kadave, Principal KK Wagh Polytechnic, Nasik giving
his introductory speech at NIMA. Also seen are dignitaries of Nashik
Industries and Manufacturers’Association.

Dr. S. B. Bhise speaking at the MSBTE sponsored One week
Faculty Development Training Program on “Advanced Teaching
Methodology for Pharmacy teachers as per NBA Norms” Dr.
Nagorao Kumbhar, Shri B. J. Deonikar, Shri Vijaykumar
Mathpati, Shri Siddeshwar Halkude and Dr Sanjay Thonte seen at
Channabasweshwar Pharmacy College, Latur.

You can’t achieve the dream if
you’re pleasing the team.
- Bandile M Matsenjwa
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Institute News : Student
One day Workshop on Analytical training for Analytical Instrumentation
Shram Sadhana Bombay Trust’s Institute of Pharmacy Bambhori, Jalgaon (MSBTE code 1837) in collaboration with Reliable’s Shree Industrial
Training Centre, Jalgaon. organized one day workshop on “Analytical Training for Instrumentation”.
In these days in pharmaceutical industry the demand of D.Pharmacy candidate is increasing.
In various department of pharmaceutical industry like Q.A, Q.C, Production, Packaging the D.Pharma students are now highly demanded. But
unfortunately D. Pharmacy syllabus doesn’t cover the requirements of industry like analytical instrumentation etc. To feel up the gap, train the
student and identifying the future need, SSBT’S Institute of Pharmacy conducted one day workshop. 58 students of from various D.Pharmacy
Institute across the state Maharashtra were participant in the workshop, student got knowledge and training & HPLC, UV-Spectroscopy,
Dissolution, Disintegration Apparatus, pH Meter, Calorimeter, Tablet Friability Testing Apparatus, Tablet Hardness Tester.
All the instrument listed above are widely used in industry and all delegates were got opportunity to handle all sophisticated instrument and the
objective of workshop were fulfilled.

Inauguration of Workshop: Dr. K. S. Wani, Dr. S. P. Shekhawat,
Dr. V. S. Rana, Mr. Anil Vispute, Dr. Landge Amol,
Mrs. Pranita Chaudhari.

Session for students on Demonstration and Training and of HPLC, UV
Spectroscopy, Tablet Disintegration, Dissolution etc. under progress at
Shram Sadhana Bombay Trust’s Institute of Pharmacy Bambhori, Jalgaon.

Participants in FDP program Need and Development of Digital
Library on changing Scenario of Globalization and Education held at
Shri Siddheshwar Women’s Polytechnic, Solapur on 15th Dee., 2018.

Traditional Day celebrated at Siddeshwar Womens
Polytechnic, Solapur.

KCT’s Krishna College of Pharmacy, Karad organised a State Level
Poster Presentation competition in association with it’s Alumni
16th Oct.2018. Seen are students watching the posters.
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The only pressure I agree to,
is my conscious and
not peer pressure.
- Unarine Ramaru

Dr. H.P. Taskar, Principal, G.P. Jintur Felicitating First Prize
Winner Students of “ISTE Narsee Monjee award for
Best Project for Polytechnic Students” from Third Year
Electronics Engineering along with their Guide
Prof. S.R. Sarangpure, Lecturer in
Electronics and Telecommunication Engg.

MSBTE Faculty Training
Training & Development is vital part of the human resource
development. Training is a program that helps faculty learn specific
knowledge or skills. Today it became more important globally in
order to prepare manpower for new jobs. Training is also necessary
for individual development and progress of the faculty, which
motivates him to work for student’s all round development.
MSBTE conducts industrial training mainly to contribute to the
increased need of training and development of faculty in two factors
, Change in Technology and development.
During October to December 2018 total 21 Industrial Trainings
were conducted benefiting 501 faculties. Industries involved were
M/s. Reliance Infra., Ltd., Dahanu Rd, M/s. MSETCL, Chandrapur,
M/s. TATA Motors Ltd., Pune, M/s. Nashik Engineering Cluster,
Nashik etc.

M/s. Dirk India Pvt., Ltd., Nashik 4th to 06th Oct., 2018

MSBTE Training Batch at M/s. Adani Electricity Mum. Ltd., Dahanu Road.

M/s. Reliance Infra.,Ltd., Dahanu Rd, training on Energy
Management System in Industries w.e.f. 4- 6 Oct., 2018

Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic , Eklahare, Nashik organized
Faculty Development Program on Stress Management and
Life Skills Development in Dec 2018.

Thakur Polytechnic Mumbai organized MSBTE sponsored one week
Faculty Development Training Program on
“Advances in Automation” from 26th to 30th November 2018

MSBTE Training Batch at M/s. TATA Motors Ltd., Pune

Hands-on session on Block chain by Dr. Deven Shah and
Nirjakumari Khairwal at a Faculty training Program at
SVERIs College of Engineering (Polytechnic), Pandharpur.

Mr. Nilesh Salgaonkar, Director, TAACT Automation, Nashik,
CEO of GGSF Principal, Mr. A. M .Shewale
with participants at the FDP on “Hands on training on
PLC and Industrial Automation”
in Dec. at Guru Gobind Singh Polytechnic Nasik.
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Success story of Government Polytechnic Khamgaon, Dist. Buldhana
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Government Polytechnic Khamgaon is a premier and leading
Institute in Buldhana district imparting Diploma Technical education.
The Institute was established in year 1961 and has received the
prestigious ISTE Narsee Monjee Award in year 2000 for overall
development of Institute during past three years. The Institute has
organized various activities for the overall development and
contributed positively towards the welfare of students and thereby
society under the dynamic leadership of the then Principal A. V. Pawar
who had taken charge in July 2017. Almost 98 percent seats of the total
intake are filled in during first year admission to diploma course in
engineering and technology in academic year 2017-18. A brief report
of attainment in several areas is summarized below.
●
MSBTE State Level Technical Paper Presentation
Competition : The competition was organized for the students of
diploma course in Civil Engineering. The program was inaugurated by
leading entrepreneur Mr. Bipin Gandhi. Shri. A. V. Pawar presided
over the chair, Unmesh Pachpore , Assistant Engineer Grade –I Jalgaon
Project, G.V. Umale Head of Civil Engineering Department and
programme coordinator Dr. M. A. Qureshi shared the dais at the
function organized. Students of Govt. Polytechnic Amravati won the
first prize, Students of Govt Polyechnic Khamgaon and Govt
Polytechnic Nagpur stood second and third position respectively. The
winning teams were honored.
●
Tree Plantation and nurturing Programme with drip
irrigation system: Nearly 300 trees of different varieties were planted
within the campus of Institute. The Institute is fortunate enough to have
a drip irrigation system for nurturing the planted trees at the auspicious
hands of Dr Abhay Wagh, Hon. Director, Directorate of Technical
Education, Maharashtra State.
●
Execution of Municipal Corporation Water supply scheme
and safe drinking water for students: Nearly twenty years pending
issue of supply of Municipal corporation water to the Institute was
resolved successfully and water from the said source is available to the
Institute which has minimized the water problem during water scarcity.
Secondly, fresh, safe and cold drinking water is made available to the
students through Water ATM round the year.
●
Re-establishment of Students Cooperative Stores: Students
cooperative stores of the Institution was not functioning due to some
technical and administrative reasons. Positive efforts were taken by the
Institute for reestablishing the stores and all the activities are
functioning, which mainly includes reprographic facility, counter sales
etc.
●
Maintenance of Hostels and Mess facility for Girls and Boys
Hostel: Minor repairs and maintenance of both hostels building is
carried out. The Mess facility for the students of both the hostels is
started and regularized with an objective that the students staying in
both hostels should get good quality of food at reasonable rates.
Reading room facility is also made available for hostel students to
enhance their reading skills.
●
Gymkhana , Curricular and co-curricular activities : Various
students centered activities were conducted by Students Gymkhana of
the Institute which mainly includes:
Celebration of Teachers’ Day: Birth Anniversary of Dr. Sarvapalli
Radhakrishnan was celebrated as Teachers day by students. Students
have felicitated the faculty and staff of the Institute at this function and
faculty shared their experiences and thought. They have also explored
efforts executed by faculty and staff for overall development of
students.
Celebration of Engineers Day: On the occasion of Engineers’ Day
various programs were organized by students. Under self-financed
programme, the activities were run by students thus receiving ample
and good exposure to Government Work Culture.
IEDSSA Sports: As a part IEDSSA sports, Institute has organized
Kabaddi and Kho-Kho events. Students have participated in almost all
events under the banner of IEDSSA and won prizes in Badminton,
football, Cricket, athletics, Kho-Kho and Kabaddi. Students of
IEDSSA Zonal teams have participated in Inter zonal Students sports
meet held at different places in state of Maharashtra.
Achievement and Participation in Paper Presentation and Dipex :
Students of Final year diploma course in Mechanical Engineering have
secured first position in MSBTE state level paper presentation
competition. Students of Final year diploma course in Electrical
Engineering have participated in Dipex – a state level project
competition.

Women self defense and welfare programme : One day programme on
self-defense and women welfare for girls students was organized by
Women development cell of the Institute. The programme was chaired
by the then Principal, Dy Superintendent of Police,who was the chief
guest on the occasion, gave important tips in this regard and shared her
valuable experiences and thoughts.
Alumni Meet: Alumni meet of Civil Engineering 1988 batch and
●
1988 to 1991 Mechanical Engineering batch was held on 18th Feb
2018 and 7th April 2018 respectively in the Institute. Nearly forty
Alumna’s from every discipline were present at this moment.
●
Off Campus Entrepreneurship Development Programme :
Nearly 50 students from final year Civil Engineering course attended
the off campus Entrepreneurship Development Programme held at
Siddhivinayak Technical Campus, Khamgaon. The students were
made aware of Entrepreneurship and its benefits.
●
Campus Cleaning and Overall hygienic Development : Clean
Campus drive is initiated twice a year for overall cleaning of institute.
Students, faculty and staff of the Institute have actively participated in
this activity for cleaning of campus. LAN facility is installed in various
five laboratories of various departments. Open Auditorium was
developed by laying of paver block under Swaccha nidhi proposal.
Painting of Main Building was carried out to get an aesthetic &
pleasant look. Sanitary vending and disposal Machine has been
installed in the Institute and girls hostel. CCTV is installed in Boys
Hostel and at Institute premises for security purpose. The re-launching
of Dynamic website of Institute was carried out at the hands of Dr.
Abhay Wagh, Hon. Director, Technical Education. The Institute
Campus is connected through JIO wifi network and is fully activated.
Many other activities are under progress. The current Principal,
the then Principal, Heads of the departments, faculty and staff has been
working hard for achieving higher strides of excellence and overall
development of the Institute. The institute is confident to reach greater
heights in the years to come.

Main Building of the Polytechnic

Power Engineering/Thermal /Automobile Engineering Lab

Dr.Abhay Wagh, Director,Technical Education, M. S.
inaugurating the water supply connection at the institute.

MSBTE On Wheels Career Fairs - Snippets

Dr. Vinod Mohitkar, Director, MSBTE addressing the students
at the Career fair at Ballarsha, Dist. Chandrapur.

A counselling session in progress at Bedekar Vidya Mandir,Thane

Mr. Prakash Sayagavi Asst.Secretary, MSBTE
addressing the prospective diploma students at A.K.Joshi
English medium school, Naupada, Thane on 26th Dec.2018.

Shri. Dhodke Chakdhar, Former Asst.Director (IMT), Ministry
of MSME, Govt. of India, addressing the school students at a
career fair conducted by Agnihotri Institute of Technology, Wardha.

Dr. Vinod Mohitkar, Director, MSBTE at a stall of an institute at the career
fair conducted by Ballarpur Inst. Of Technology, Ballarsha, Chandrapur.

Mr. Shyam Hedau Counseling the students at On Wheel Career Fair
held at Adarsh High School, Mukudban Tal-Zari Dist-Yavtmal

Counseling session on at the career fair held at Smt. Umadevi
Mahadevji Sangrame Jr.College, Navegaon Bandh, Mor.Arjuni
Dist.Gondia by C.S. Institute of Technology,Deori.

Parents and their children at the Career fair organised by
Pdm. Dr. V.B. Kolte College of Engineering ,
Malkapur on 26th Dec.2018.
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MSBTE On Wheels Career Fairs - Snippets Contd...

Dr.Prashant Kadu counselling the students at Nandanvan Highschool
during a career fair conducted by G.H.Raisoni Polytechnic, Nagpur.

A session on at Indira Gandhi Memorial Highschool &
Jr.College,Subhasgram, Tal: Chamorshi, Dist: Gadchiroli.

Shri. Sandeep Powar, Director, Sanjivani Industry Development Center,
Sangli addressing the students at the career fair held at Shri Ambabai Temple,
Radhanagari which was organised by Inst. Of Civil & Rural Engg., Gargoti.

A counsellor at a session held at Late. Mahesh Savkar Poreddivaar
High school, Chatgaon, Gadchiroli

Students of an Ashramshala in Murumgram, Dhanora
Taluka in Gadchiroli District at the Career fair being
counselled of future career opportunities.

Students of 10th standard and staff from schools at the career fair
organized by Kasegaon Education Society’s Rajarambapu Institute
Of Technology Rajaram Nagar Tal Walwa Dist Sangli.

Feed back
It was a nice initiative taken by MSBTE to prepare and
publish newsletter at regular interval of time. It contains
valuable information and news that was helpful to
everyone to improve teaching - learning - living activities.
It was very important that the newsletter will reach to
maximum stakeholders. Some mechanism needs to be
developed so that active acceptation of the newsletter can
be happening. Information about forthcoming events, Best
S. S. Dhoot practices adopted by institute to improve the development
of student/staff/institute, suggestions to improve MSBTE
activity need to be integrated with the Newsletter. Once again I really
appreciate the work done by newsletter committee and best wishes for future.
Mr. Suyog Subhashchandra Dhoot
Lecturer, IT Dept, K. K. Wagh Polytechnic, Nashik
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Students of Narsimha Vidyalaya,Manjarwadi and Mahatma Phule
Vidyalaya, Khodad at the career fair held at Narsimha Mangal
Karyalaya, Junnar and organized by Samarth Polytechnic Junnar.
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